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INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group and let p be a prime. 
In [l], Brauer defined what he called the “lower defect groups” of a F-block b 
of G: to each p-subgroup P of a defect group of b, he assigned an integer m,(P), 
and proved various results about these integers. Moreover, if S is a p-section 
of G, he defined the integers m:(P). 
Continuing in a direction suggested by Iizuka [7], we give here a new definition 
of these integers m;(P), called here “Brauer coefficients”. This definition appears 
immediately to be closely related with the p-local structure of G, and allow us to 
prove, in particular, the following two results: 
(1) If D is a defect group of the block 6, the coefficient m,(D) is equal to the 
number of major subsections of b. Using our definition of q(D), we see that this 
number can be calculated in the following way: Let bD be a root of b in DC(D), 
and let T(bD) be the inertial group of b, . Then m,(D) is the number of T(b,)- 
conjugacy classes of the center Z(D) of D. ‘This result provides, in particular, the 
following inequalities given by Brauer in [2] : 
(l/l Wd: DC(D)l) I Z(D)1 < ma(D) < I WY. 
(2) Assume that G is locallyp-constrained, and let H be a subgroup of G which 
controls strongp-fusion in G. Let b,,(G) (resp. b,(H)) be the principal block of G 
(resp. H). Then whenever S is ap-section of G and P is a non-trivialp-subgroup 
of H, we have ms bow,(P) = +3P). 
Then it results from the general properties of Brauer coefficients that whenever 
4 f- 1 is a power of p, the multiplicity of 4 as an invariant factor of the Cartan 
matrix of b,(G) is equal to its multiplicity as an invariant factor of the Cartan 
matrix of b,,(H). In particular, we deduce from this property a result already 
obtained by Puig [9]: we have R(b,(G)) - E(b,(G)) = k(b,(H)) - Z(b,(H)). 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 
The basic results of the general theory of modular representations of finite 
groups (mainly, the three “Brauer’s Main Theorems) are assumed to be known 
(see [5] or [6] for proofs). 
Let G be a finite group, and let R be a ring with a unity element. We denote by 
RG (resp. ZRG) the algebra of G over R (resp. the center of this algebra); if 
CC G, we denote by Y’C the element of RG defined by YC = CFEC s. We 
denote byF(G, R) (resp. ZF(G, R)) the R-algebra of the functions from G to R 
(resp. the sub-algebra of the central functions from G to R); if C C G, we denote 
by yc the characteristic function of C, element of F(G, R). In all the paper, we 
consider that G operates on RG and F(G, R) by conjugation. 
We denote by * the natural bijection between RG andF(G, R) (resp. ZRG and 
ZF(G, R)) defined as follows: 
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If a = xSeG a(s) s E RG, LI* is the function such that 
u*(s) = a(s-1); 
Iff E F(G, R), f * is the element of RG defined by 
f * = c f(s-1)s. 
SEC 
The algebra RG operates “by translation” onF(G, Ii): if a E RG and f EF(G, R), 
the function a . f is defined by the formula 
We have 
(u f)(s) = f (sa) (Vs E G). 
(a .f)” = uf *. 
Let K be a field of characteristic zero, complete for a discrete valuation, with 
valuation ring A and residual field k of characteristic p > 0. For simplification, 
we assume that K is “big enough” for all the finite groups we will consider. If G 
is a finite group and if a E AG, we denote by a the image of a in RG through the 
morphism of AG onto KG induced by the projection of A onto k. 
Finally, if Q is a set, its cardinal is denoted by j 52 j. If P and Q are two sub- 
groups of the finite group G, we write P Gc Q (resp. P <o Q) if and only if 
there exists s E G such that SPS-l CQ (resp. if P & Q and / P 1 < 1 Q 1). 
I. BACKGROUND MATERIAL-GENERALITIES 
I. 1. Rdutive Traces (Green) 
In the following, the ring R is either A or k. Let M be a free R-module of 
finite type, and suppose that n/r has an R-basis B on which the finite group G 
operates. We denote by MC the R-submodule of M which is the set of all fixed 
points of G in M. Let Cl(G / B) be the set of all orbits of G on B (called “G-classes 
of B”); then the family (YC)(cscl(cle~) where YC = xeeC c E M is a R-basis of 
MC. 
Let P be a subgroup of G. We denote by 
the R-linear map defined by 
Trg(u) = 1 s(a) 
FEGJP 




MpC = TrF(Mp). 
Let CEC~(GIB) b e a G-class of B; we denote by D(C) and call defect 
group of C a Sylow p-subgroup of the stabilizer in G of an element of C. We set 
n(C, P) = g.c.d.{/ D(C) : D(C) n sPs-~ /}(sec) . 
We have the following properties (see [3] for example): 
(Tl) Let H be a subgroup of G. 
(T1.l) We have Tr,G(a) = CseHJCIP Tr&sps-l(s(a)) (Vu E Mp) 
(T2.1) If PC H, we have Trg(a) = Tri(TrF(a)) (Vu E Mp). 
(T2) The family (n(C, P)9’C)(CEcr(G~B)) is an R-basis of Mp” . Hence 
0’2.1) the family (~C)(CE~l(G~B))i~(C)~GP) is a basis of the k-vector space 
(k 0 M);; 
(T2.2) the image of M,” in (k @ M) is (k @ MF . 
(T3) Suppose now that G operates on a group E. Then for every subgroup 
P of G, the R-module (RE) F is a two-sided ideal in the R-algebra (RE)G. 
1.2. The Bruuer Morphism 
Let G be a finite group, and let P be a p-subgroup of G. We denote by N(P) 
(resp. C(P)) the normalizer (resp. the centralizer) of P in G. 
We denote by Br, the k-linear map from KG to KC(P) defined by 
Br,(s) = s if SE C(P), 
Br,(s) = 0 if s$ C(P). 
We have the following properties: 
(Bl) The group N(P) operates by conjugation on G and on C(P), and the 
morphism Br, is a morphism of N(P)-modules. 
(B2) Let H be a subgroup of G containing P, acting on G by conjugation. 
Then by Sec. I.l.(T2.1), 
(B2.1) ker(Br,) n (kG)H = C (kG)g where Q ranges over the set of all 
the subgroups of H such that P 4, Q, ker(Br,) n (KG): = C (KG): where Q 
ranges over the set of all the subgroups of H such that Q <H P. 
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(B2.2) Moreover, we have (kG)P = KC(P) @C (KG): where Q ranges 
over the set of all the proper subgroups of P. Then applying (B2.1) with H = P, 
since C (KG); is an ideal in (KG)p (see (T.3)), we see that Br, induces an algebra 
morphism from (kG)P onto KC(P). 
(B3) We have 
Br,(Trz(a)) = Tr~(P)(Brp(a)) (‘da E (FzG)~). 
(For we know (Sec. 1.1, (T1.l)) that 
Trg(a) = c T$‘$,spss-lWh 
SEN(P)\G/P 
hence applying (B2.1) we get 
Br,(Tr:(a)) = Brp(Trf(P’(a)), 
and applying (Bl) we get 
Br,(Trz(a)) = TrT(P)(Brp(u)) (Vu E (KG)P).) 
In particular, we have 
(B3.1) Br,(TrF(a)) = Tr,NtP’(a) (Va E KC(P)), 
(B3.2) Brp((kG)pC) = (IzC(P))~‘~‘. 
(B4) (Blocks and defect groups) A block of ZAG is a primitive idempotent 
of ZAG. Let b be a block of ZAG and let D be a defect group of b. Then (see [5], 
Sect. 13 for example) 
(B4.1) b E (AG)p” if and only if D Gc P; 
(B4.2) Br,(b) # 0 if and only if P GG D. 
1.3. p-Sections, Idempotents, Cartan Matrices (See [4], App.) 
A p-section of G is by definition the set of all the elements s of G whose 
p-components sg are G-conjugate to a fixed p-element. We call generalized 
p-section a union of p-sections. We denote by G,. and call “trivial p-section” the 
set of all the p’-elements of G. 
1.3.1. Generalities 
Let S be a generalized p-section of G. We denote by 6, the endomorphism of 
the A-module AG defined by 
SS (sTG 44s) = $, a(sh 
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and we set 
AS = S,(AG), Z4S = G,(ZAG) = (AS)G, 
Z,,AS = (AS)& . 
We denote by d, the endomorphism of F(G, A) defined by 
W)(s) = f(s) if sES 
4(f)(s) = 0 if s$S 
and we set 
F(G Is, A) = WV, A)), ZF(G 1 S, A) == d,(ZF(G, A) = F(G 1 S, A)G, 
Z,,F(G 1 S, A) = F(G j S, A)& . 
Let e be an idempotent of ZAG. It follows from the “Brauer’s Second Main 
Theorem” (see for example [4], A2.3.) that 
We set 
S,(ea) = es,(a) (Va E ZAG), 
b(e . f> = e .4(f) (VI E ZJTG, 4). 
and more generally, if P is a subgroup of G, we set 
We have 
(AS)% = @h,,mpC) , 
(AS)ge C (AS): , 
e.F(GIS,A)gCF(GIS,A)E. 
We define in the obvious same way the spaces KS, ZkS, Z&S, and (kS)$. 
By Sec. I.1 (T2.2) (kS)ga is the image of (AS),“e through the natural morphism 
from AG to KG. 
1.3.2. The trivial p-section 
Let e be an idempotent of ZAG. We denote by S,(G, e) a complete set of 
representatives of the isomorphism classes of irreducible (KG&modules. If 
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x E S,(G, e), we denote by v’z (resp. DE) the modular character of x (resp. the 
character of a projective cover of x), considered as an element of ZF(G / G,, , A). 
11 results from the well-known orthogonality relations between the 9)2 and the 
Gz that (q&xEsh(G,e)) is a b=is of the A-module e . ZF(G I G,, , A), (@&+G,~)) 
is a basis of the A-module e * Z,,(G [ G,, , A). (More generally, it results from 
[3] Sec. 3.5 that whenever P is a subgroup of G, the A-module e . F(G / G,. , JG 
is the ,4-module generated by the modular characters of the P-projective 
(KG)&modules.) 
Since the A-modules (.Z4G,.)e and e . ZF(G / G,,, A) (resp. (Z,,AG,.)e and 
e . Z,P(G I G,,, 4) are in correspondence through the natural bijection *, 
we see in particular that 
(G,,.l) the invariant factors of (Z,,.AG,,)e in (ZAG,,)e we the 
invariant factors of the Cartan matrix of e; 
(G,..2) the A-rank of (ZAG,.)e (or the dimension over k of 
(ZkG,,)a) is equal to 1 S,(G, e)l. 
Following R. Brauer, we denote this number by Z(e). 
Now let S be ap-section of G, and let u be ap-element of S. There is a natural 
bijection between the set Cl(G 1 5’) of the conjugacy classes of G contained in S 
and the set Cl(C(u) 1 C(U),.) of th e conjugacy classes of C(U) contained in the 
trivial p-section: to the class C E Cl(G j S), this bijection associates the class 
C, = {s; (s E C(U),,) and (US E C)}. By linearity, this bijection induces the 
following isomorphisms of A-modules: 
6”: ZAS + ZAC(u),. , 
l : ZAC(u),. -+ ZAS. 
If e is an idempotent of ZAG, we denote by Br,(e) the idempotent of ZAC(u) 
such that 
Br,(e) = BrcU,(e). 
It follows from the “Brauer’s Second Main Theorem” (see [4], Sec. 3) that 
@(eu) = Br,(e) P(a) (Vu E ZAS), 
E”(Br,(e)a) = e?(a) (Va E ZAC(z&). 
The maps 6” and l induce A-isomorphisms between (ZAS)e and 
(ZAC(u),,) Br,(e) (resp. (Z,,AS)e and (Z,,AC(u),,) Bru(e)), so we have 
(S.l) the invariant factors of (Z,,AS) e in (ZAS)e aye the invariant factors 
of the Cartan matrix of Br,(e); 
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(S.2) the A-rank of (.ZAS)e (OY the dimension over k of (ZkS)a) is equaE to 
Ubde)) = I SAW), Br&))l. 
Let G, be the set of all p-elements of G, and let Rep(G j G,) be a complete 
set of representatives of the conjugacy classes of G contained in G, . If 
u E Rep(G 1 G,), we denote by S(U) the p-section defined by u. Then whenever e 
is an idempotent of ZAG, we have 
(ZAG)e = 20 (ZAS(u))e 
teRe~(GlG,) 
(Z,,AG)e = 10 (Z,AW)e. 
DEFINITION. Let G be a finite group and e be an idempotent of ZAG. Let 
q be a power of p. We denote by mfv’(q) (resp. m,(q)) the multiplicity of q as an 
invariant factor of the Cartan matrix of e (resp. of (Z,,AG)e in (ZAG)e). 
We see that 
F.1) m&d = C uERedGIG,) m~$$(dt 
(G.2) CuoRep(G~Gg) Z(Br,(e)) is equa2 to the A-rank of (ZAG)e (hence to the 
dimension of (ZkG)c). 
It is well known that this last number is equal to the number of isomorphism 
classes of irreducible (KG)e-modules; following R. Brauer, we denote this num- 
ber by K(e). 
II. THE BRAUER COEFFICIENTS 
II. 1. Definitions 
DEFINITION (1I)l.l. Let e be an idempotent of ZAG, let S be a generalized 
p-section of G, and let P be ap-subgroup of G. The (e, S)-Brauer coefficient of P 
is the integer 
m:(P) = dim(Br,((KS)sB)). 
We set m,“(P) = m,(P). 
Remark (11)1.2. (1) The coefficient m:(P) depends only on the conjugacy 
class of the subgroup P. 
(2) Let b be a block of ZAG, with defect group D, and let S be a generalized 
p-section of G. It results from Sec. 1.2. (B4) that if P is a p-subgroup of G such 
that m:(P) # 0, then P Gc D. 
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If S is a generalized p-section of G, the subset C,(P) = C(P) n S is a 
generalized p-section of C(P). We have 
PROPOSITION (II)1.3. Let P be a p-subgroup of G. 
(1) Whenever e is an idempotent of ZAG and S is agenevalizedp-section of G, 
we have 
m”(P) = dim((K’S(P))/(P) Br,(e)) 
(2) Suppose that e = C b and S = u T where the b’s are idempotents of 
ZAG and the T’s are distinct generalizedp-section of G. Then 
m:(P) = C m:(p). 
b.T 
It results from Sec. 1.2. (B.3) that 
Br,((kS)Fz) = (kCs(P))~‘P) Brp(Q 
so we have the first assertion. 
For every b and every T, we have 
Brp((kT)$) C ZKCT(P) Brp(Q C Z~CT(P) 
and it follows that 
Bd(W%9 = 1 0 Brp(W)$), 
b,T 
which proves the second assertion. 
11.2. Brauer-Iizuka DeJinition 
LEMMA (11)2.1. Let I be a set of idempotents of ZAG such that J&, b = 1. 
There exists a partition 
Cl(G) = u CI(G 1 T, 6) 
T>b 
of the set Cl(G) of th e conjugacy classes of G, where b ranges over I and T ranges 
over the set of the p-sections of G such that, for every b and T, the family 
(bYC)(cECI(GIT,b)) is an A-basis of (ZAT)b. 
Let CI(G 1 T) be the set of the conjugacy classes of G which are contained in 
T. The family (YC) WI fc 1~1) is a k-basis of ZkT, hence the alternating product 
of the YC (CE Cl(G j T))-t a k en in a certain order-is different from 0. But 
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we have 9’C == xbe, 6.YC for every C in Cl(G 1 T), so, developping the alter- 
nating product, we see that there exists a partition Cl(G / T) = (Jbt, Cl(G j T, b) 
such that, for every b, the family (69’C)~,-cl(c~r,b~) is a k-basis of (ZhT)b. The 
lemma is then obvious. 
Let S be a generalized p-section of G. With the notations of Lemma 2.1, 
we see that the family (BYC) where C ranges over lJrcs Cl(G 1 T, b) is a A-basis 
of (2AS)b. 
PROPOSITION (11)2.2. Let S be a generalized p-section of G, and let I be a 
family of idempotents of ZAG such that &, b = 1. Let 
Cl(G 1 S) = u Cl(G / S, b) 
beI 
be a partition of Cl(G j S) such that, whenever b E I the family (bYC)(cpcl(cls,b)) 
is an A-basis of (ZAS)b. Then, whenever b is in I and P is up-subgroup of G, 
(1) the famiZy (n(C, P)bYC)( c-cl(cls,b~~ (see Sec. I.1 for the definition of 
n(C, P)) is an A-basis of (AS)gb, 
(2) the number of elements of Cl(G / S, b) with defect group P is equal to 
m”(P)* 
(1) It results from Sec. I.l(T.2) that the A-module generated by 
is contained in (AS): . But it is clear that its invariant factors in ZAS = (AS): 
are those of (AS): . Hence this module is equal to (AS): , and the first assertion 
is proved. 
(2) From (1) and from Sec. 1.1, (T2), it results that if Q is a p-subgroup of G, 
the family 
is a k-basis of (kS)g6. It follows that the number of elements of Cl(G j S, b) 
with defect group P is equal to the dimension of ((KS)~6)/&+, (KS):, hence 
(Sec. 1.2, (B2.1)) to the dimension of Br,((kS)g6). 
Let e be an idempotent of ZAG, and let S be a generalized p-section of G. 
By Lemma 2.1, there exists a subset Cl(G 1 S, e) of Cl(G 1 S) such that 
(eYC)(c,cms,,)) is a basis ofPWe, 
((1 - e)YCh,m Is)-cl(~ls.e)) i  a basis ofWW - 4. 
Let us call such a subset of Cl(G 1 S) an e-subset of Cl(G 1 S). 
From Prop. 2.2, we deduce: 
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COROLLARY (11)2.3. Let e be an idempotent of ZAG, let S be a generalized 
p-section of G, and let CI(G ( S, e) be an e-subset of CI(G / S). Then whenever P 
is a p-subgroup of G, 
(1) the famiZy (n(C, P) eYC)(,,cl(c is,e)) is a basis of (AS)ge; 
(2) the number of elements of Cl(G 1 S, e) with defect group P is equal to 
m”(P). 
COROLLARY (11)2.4. Let e be an idempotent of ZAG, let S be a p-section of G 
and let u be a p-element of S. If P is a p-subgroup of G, we denote by ~‘(C(U), P) 
a complete set of representatives of the C(u)-conjugacy classes of P. Then 
mS(P) = c 
QEd(C(U),P) 
m;;luL,‘qo,. 
Let Cl(G j S, e) be an e-subset of Cl(G j S). The image of Cl(G j S, e) by the 
natural bijection C+ C, from Cl(G 1 S) to Cl(C(u) 1 C(u),,) is a Br,(e)-subset 
of Cl(C(u) 1 C(u),,) (See Sec. 1.3.2). Th en we apply Cor. 2.3, (2) to get the result. 
Remark (11)2.5. Let BI(C(u), e) be the set of blocks fl of C(u) such that 
Br,(e)/3 = /3. We have Br,(e) = &Esl(c(u),e) /?, and it results from Prop. 1.3 that 
if P is a p-subgroup of C(u), we have 
PROPOSITION (11)2.6. Let e be an idempotent of ZAG, let S be up-section of G 
and let u be a p-element of S. Let P be a p-subgroup of G such that m:(P) # 0. 
Then we have 
(u> <G -w). 
According to Cor. (II)2.4, we may assume that G = C(u). In this case, the 
group (u) is contained in the defect group of every conjugacy class of G; so 
applying Sec. I.l(T2.1) we see that, if(u) q P, we have (KG): = {O}. 
DEFINITION (11)2.7. Let e be an idempotent of ZAG, let S be a p-section of G, 
and let q be a power of p. We denote by m:(q) the multiplicity of q as an invariant 
factor of (Z,,AS)e in (ZAS)e. 
Let us recall (see Sec.I.3) that if S is a p-section of G and u a p-element of S, 
then m:(q) is the multiplicity of q as an invariant factor of the Cartan matrix of 
%de). 
Let B(G) be a complete set of representatives of the conjugacy classes of 
p-subgroups of G. If q is a power of p, let .9&G) be the set of P E 9(G) such that 
IPI =4. 
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PROPOSITION (11)2.8. Let e be an idempotent of ZAG, let S be a generalized 
p-section of G, and let q be a power of p. Then 
m3q) = C %X9 
PEYq(G) 
Let Cl(G 1 S, e) b e an e-subset of Cl(G \ S). By Corollary 2.3, we see that 
(eYC)(c,cl(Gls,e)) is a basis of(ZAS)e, 
(I o(C)1 e~%ocl(~l,m is a basis ofV,JSk. 
So the proposition results from the second assertion of Cor. 2.3. 
Let us recall (see Sec. 1.3) that 
44 = C me(q), 
g 
4W9) = 1 m?‘)(q) (Vu E G,), 
4 
m&7) = C mf’“‘(q). 
utRe~(GlG,) 
11.3. The Brauer Coeficient of 1 
By Prop. (11)1.3(2), Prop. (II)2.6 and Prop(II)2.8, whenever e is an idempotent 
of ZAG, we have 
m,(l) = m,({l}) = mYp’((l}) = m?‘(l). 
The number m,( 1) is the only one from the set of all Brauer coefficients which 
is not given by thep-local structure of G (see Cor. (IV)2.2). We give here different 
interpretations of this number. 
We need first some more notation. 
We denote by Br the algebra morphism from ZkG to IJZkC(P) (where the 
product is taken over the set of all nontrivial p-subgroups of G) defined by the 
product of the Br, . 
If f is any function from G to A, we denote by J the function from G to k 
obtained by composition with the projection of A onto k. 
PROPOSITION (11)3.1. We have 
(1) m,(l) - dim((ZJzG)e); 
(2) m,(l) = dim(Ker(Br) n (ZkG)e); 
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(3) m,( 1) is the multiplicity of 1 as an invariant factor of the Cartan matrix 
ofe; 
(4) m,( 1) is the dimension of the k-space of functions from G to k spanned by 
the Gz(x E S,(G, e)). 
The first assertion results from the equality me(l) = m,({l}) and from the 
definition of m,({l>) (see Sec. 11.1). Th e second assertion is a consequence of the 
first one and of the equality Z,,kG = Ker(Br), which results from Sec. I.l(T2.1) 
and Sec. 1.2(B2.1). The equality m,(l) = mzn’(l) implies the third assertion, 
hence the fourth one since the functions +jz (x E S,(G, e)) span e . ZF(G 1 G,, , k). 
III. THE BRAUER COEFFICIENTS OF THE DEFECT GROUP 
111.1. Direct Calculation of m:(D) 
Let b a block of ZAG with defect group D. Let S be a generalized p-section 
of G. By Prop. (11)1.3, we know that m”(D) = dim((kC,(D)~‘D)Br,(6)). 
We denote by Br,(b) the idempotent of ZAC(D) such that 
Bra(b) = BrD(6). 
It results from the “Brauer’s First Main Theorem” that Br,(b) is in fact a block 
of defect D of ZAN(D). A D-root of b is by definition a block b, of ZAC(D) such 
that Br,(b)b, = b, . Let b, be a root of b; we denote by T(b,) the inertial group 
ofb,, i.e. the subgroup of elements of N(D) which fix b, . We have 
Br,(b) = Tr$$(b,). 
We shall prove 
PROPOSITION (1II)l. 1. Let b be a block of ZAG with defect group D. Let b, be a 
D-root of b, and let T(b,) be the inertial group of b, . Then the map abD defined by 
EbD(4 = Tr%T:,DdhW (Vu E (AZ(D))r(@) 
is an isomorphism of A-modules between (AZ(D))r@o) and (AC(D)gtD’Br,(b). 
From this proposition, we shall deduce at once 
THEOREM (111)1.2. With the same notations as in 1.1, whenever S is a 
generalized p-section of G, the Brauer coefficient m:(D) is equal to the number of 
T(b,)-conjugacy classes of Z(D) n S. 
Various applications of this theorem (in particular the values of mb(D), or 
m:(D) if S is a p-section, will be given in Section (111)2. 
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Let us prove Proposition (1II)l.l. It will result from the following Lemma 
(III)l.3 and Proposition (111)1.5. 
LEMMA (111)1.3. (IV&r the same notations as in Prop. (1II)l.l.) 
(1) Wehase 
(AC(D))“‘“’ Brdb) = (AC(D))D N(D) Br,(b). 
(2) The map TrF&“d, induces an A-isomorphism from (AC(D))T(b~)b, to 
(AC(D))*“D)Br,(b). 
(1) Since Br,(b) is a block of defect D of ZAN(D), we have 
&o(b) E (AN(D)):@‘. 
Since in fact Br,(b) E ZAC(D), we have Br,(b) E (AC(D))gtD’. As Br,(b) is 
idempotent, the first assertion results from Sec. I.l(T3). 
(2) Let a E (ACT. Then 
T N(D) 
rTbD) = c 
a”bi . 
sEN(D)/T(bD) 
For each s in N(D)/T(b,), we have Br,(b)bg = b”,, so 
Tr$$abD) Br,(b) = Tr$$(abD). 
MOreOVer, the family (b’L)(aS,v(D) /T(bg)) is an orthogonal family of idempotents 
of ZAC(D), and we see that if Tr$bDd,(abD) = 0 then ab, = 0. Hence the 
map T$$, induces an injective z4-morphism from (AC(D))T’bo’b, to 
(AC(D))“(D)Br,(b). This map is onto, since for a E (AC(D))N(D) we have 
a I%,(b) == a Tr$6”,‘,(bD) = Tryc(Rd,(abo). 
Remark (111)1.4. It can be shown that, in fact, the map Tr,N:,Dd, induces an 
isomorphism of A-algebras from (ZAT(b,))b, to (ZAN(D)) Br,(b). But we do 
not need this precise result here. 
Since b, is a block of defect group Z(D) of ZAC(D), it is now clear that 
Proposition (III)1 .l results from the following 
PROPOSITION (111)1.5. Let b be a block of ZAG with defect group D, and 
suppose that G = DC(D). Then the map 
01~: ZAD - (ZAG)b 
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defined by 
olb(u) = ab for aeZAD 
is an algebra isomorphism. 
It is clear that 01~ is an algebra morphism from ZAD to (ZAG)b. 
We first prove that c+, is injective. We shall prove that the family (bYC)(,,cl(D)) 
is free. Let C and C’ be two distinct conjugacy classes of D, and let S and S’ 
be the p-sections of G such that CC S and C’ C S’. We have S # s’, 
bYC E ZAS, b.9’C’ E ZAS’; so it suffices to prove that if C, E Cl(D), then 
bYC, + 0. But if C,. is now a class of C(D),,. , the set C,C,, = {s~s}+~,)(~~~~,) 
is a class of G, and we have YC,,C,, = YC,,FC,, . So the map y ++y.YC,, 
from ZAC(D),, to ZAG is injective, and in particular we have BYC, # 0. 
Now we prove that 01~ is surjective. Let C be a conjugacy class of G: we must 
prove that bYC is in the image of tib . If bYC # 0, and ifs = s,s,, is an element 
of C with p-component sg , then (see for exemple [4], Prop. 3.1.1) s, E D; so if 
b9’C # 0, we have YC = .VC,.YC,, where C, E Cl(D) and 
and 
C,, E CI(C(D) i C(D),,), 
bYC = a0(9’Cfl) b.YC,, . 
Now the surjectivity of ol,, will be proved by the formula 
(ZAG,,)b = Ab, 
which expresses the fact that there is only one simple modular character of G 
associated with b. Let np the morphism from AG to A(G/P) defined by the 
projection G ---f G/P. The idempotent rp(b) is a block of defect (I} of ZA(G/P), 
so there is only one simple modular character of G/P associated with n,(b), hence 
one simple modular character of G associated with b. 
111.2. Interpretations of m:(D) 
The following consequence of Theorem (111)1.2 is a well-known property: 
LEMMA (111)2.1. Let b be a block of ZAG with defect group D. 
(1) The Brauer coeficient mfp’(D) is equal to the multiplicity of / D 1 as an 
invariant factor of the Cartan matrix of b. 
(2) We have 
m?(D) = 1. 
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(1) By Remark (11)1.2(2), we have @n’(P) = 0 if P <o D. So it results 
from Proposition (II)2.7 that 
mp’(D) = rn?‘(I D ). 
(2) Since G,, n Z(D) = {l}, th e second assertion results from Theorem 
(111)1.2. 
PROPOSITION (111)2.2. Let b be a block of ZAG with defect group D. Let S be a 
p-section of G and let u be a p-element of S. Then m”(D) is equal to the number of 
,6 E BI(C(u), b) whose defect group is a defect group of b. 
Applying Corollary (11)2.4 and Remark (11)2.5, we see that 
mf(D) = 1 c mF(U’r)‘(P). 
BEBI(C(u),b) Kb(C(u),D) 
For each ,5’ E Bl(C(u), b), let D, be a defect group of /3. Since De <o D, the 
assertion follows from Remark (11)1.2 and from Lemma (111)2.1(2). 
COROLLARY (111)2.3. Let b be a block of ZAG with defect group D; let b, be 
a D-root of b, and let T(b,) be the inertial group of 6, . Let u be a p-element of G 
and let Cl(u) be the conjugacy class of u. Then the number of /3 E Bl(C(u), b) whose 
defect group is a defect group of b is equal to the number of T(b,)-conjugacy classes 
contained in Cl(u) n Z(D). 
Let b be a block of ZAG with defect group D. A subsection of b is a pair (u, p) 
consisting of a p-element u and a block p of Bl(C(u), b). A major subsection of b 
is a subsection (u, /3) of b such that the defect groups of /3 are defect groups of b. 
The group G operates by conjugation on the set of all the subsections of b (resp. 
of all the major subsections of b). A consequence of Proposition (111)2.2 is 
PROPOSITION (111)2.4. Let b be a block of ZAG with defect group D. Then the 
Brauer coeficient m,(D) is equal to the number of conjugacy classes of major sub- 
sections of b. 
From Theorem (III)].2 we deduce 
COROLLARY (111)2.5. (With the same notations as in Cor. 2.3.) The number of 
conjugacy classes of major subsections of b is equal to the number of T(b,)-conjugacy 
classes of Z(D) . 
IV. THE PRINCIPAL BLOCK OF A LOCALLY ~-CONSTRAINED GROUP 
IV. 1. The Principal Block of a p-Constrained Group 
Let G be a finite group, and let M be a normal p’-subgroup of G. We set 
G = G/M. Let rTTnr be the morphism from AG to AG induced by the projection 
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G --f G. Let p,+, be the A-linear map from AC to AG defined as follows: if sM 
is an element of G, we set pM(sM) = Y’sM = sYM. Let e(M) be the idempotent 
of ZAG defined by 
We have 
(Ml) (l/l M I) PM o nM is the multiplication by e(M) in AG, 
W2) r,+, 0 (l/l M I> ~hf = Id,,- . 
Thus we see that nM and (l/l M I) pzw induce G-isomorphisms between the 
algebras (AG) e(M) and AC. 
The idempotent e(M) decomposes in a sum of blocks of ZAG; the principal 
block of G, denoted by b,(G), is one of these blocks. In other words: the principal 
block b,(G) is a primitive idempotent of (ZAG) e(M), hence is the image through 
(l/j M 1) pM of a block (the principal block) of ZAG. 
From now on, whenever G is a finite group, we set 
G = G/O,,(G). 
The group G is p-constrained if and only if 
- - 
Cd%(G)) = O,(G)- 
Thus, if G is p-constrained, the algebra ZAG is a local algebra, (see [6], chap. 
V.3.11) and we have 
LEMMA (1V)l. 1. Let G be a p-constrained group. The principal block of ZAG is 
b,(G) = 40,,(G)) = U/l O,OW YO,dG). 
IV.2. Principal Block and Control Group in a Locally p-Constrained Group 
Let G be a finite group. A p-control subgroup of G is a subgroup which 
controls strong fusion of p-elements in G. Thus a subgroup H of G is a p-control 
subgroup of G if and only if H contains a Sylow p-subgroup P,, of G and has the 
following property: whenever P is a subgroup of P,, and s E G is such that 
PS C PO , there exist t E H and .a E C(P) such that s = zt. 
We say that a finite group G is locally p-constrained if whenever P is a non 
trivial p-subgroup of G its normalizer N(P) is p-constrained. 
Let G be a locally+constrained group and let H be ap-control subgroup of G. 
Then we have (see for example [8]) 
481/56/z-7 
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whenever P is a p-subgroup of H, 
(Hl) the group N,(P) = N(P) n H (resp. C,(P) = C(P) n H) is a 
p-control subgroup of N(P) (resp. C(P)), 
(H2) if P is non trivial, we have 
WY = NH(P) O,,(C(P)) 
C(P) = CIf(P> OdWN 
and in particular 
ww,~(cP)) = GIPw,4cHm). 
PROPOSITION (IV)2.1. Let G be a locally p-constrained group and let H be a 
p-control subgroup of G. Whenever P is a nontrivial p-subgroup of H and S is a 
generalized p-section of G, we have 
According to the “Brauer’s Third Main Theorem”, whenever u is a p-element 
of H, the idempotent Br,(b,(G)) (resp. Br,(b,(H)) is the principal block of C(U) 
(resp. of C,(u)). Since C,(u) is a p-control subgroup of C(u), applying Proposi- 
tion(IJ)1.3(2) and Corollary (11)2.4, we see that it suffices to prove the proposition 
for S = G,, . 
Let P be a non trivialp-subgroup of H. Applying once more the “Brauer’s 
Third Main Theorem”, and according to Section IV.1, we see that 
%2&(D) = dim((KC(P),,)F(P) e(O,,(G))) = dim((kC(P),,)F(P)) 
where we setC(p> = C(P)/O,,(C(P)). A n analogous formula holds for H, and 
since C,(P) = C(P), the proposition will result from the equality 
(hc(p),,),N’p’ = (hC(P),,)$~(P) w 
But we have N(P) = N,(P) O,,(C(P)) and O,.(C(P)) acts trivially on C(P), 
--- 
so whenever a is in KC(P),, we have 
T&!‘@“(a) = 1 N(P) : N,(P)1 TrgHTH(P)(a); 
since 1 N(P): N,(P)1 + 0 modp, this formula proves (I?). 
COROLLARY (IV)2.2. Let G be a locally p-constrained group and let H be a 
p-control subgroup of G. 
(1) Whenever q # 1 is a power ojp, the multiplicity of q as an invariant 
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factor of the Cartan matrix of b,,(G) is equal to the multiplicity of q as an invariant 
factor of the Cartan matrix of b,(H). 
(2) We have 
44,(G)) - mbo(G)(l> = WOW)) - %,cd> 
&dGN - mb,,(G)(l) = &W)) - %,cdl>. 
The two assertions result from Propositions (IV)2.1 and (11)2X Remark that 
the second assertion is also a consequence of Puig’s results in [9]. 
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